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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
Narratives Close the Gap: The Limited Role of
Temporal Distance in Binding Events into Coherent Memories
by
Angelique I. Delarazan
Master of Arts in Psychological and Brain Sciences
Washington University in St. Louis, 2022
Research Advisor: Zachariah M. Reagh
Temporal information has been identified as a powerful influence on memory retrieval. Much
of this arise from studies that tend to focus on associations between items. In contrast, real-life
experiences consist of discrete events that encompass more than mere associations. While
events can be remembered based on temporal proximity, events that are farther apart in time
can also be linked together by forming a coherent narrative. Given that daily experiences are
multifaceted, it is unclear to what extent prior work generalizes to real-world memories. Here,
we sought to determine the influence of temporal features and narrative coherence on memory
for lifelike events. Across two experiments, participants listened to a story and later completed
recall and temporal judgment tasks. The story consisted of temporally-distant events that
could either be meaningfully integrated (i.e., Coherent Narratives), or are depicted in separate,
unrelated narratives (i.e., Unrelated Narratives). Each paired event either appeared relatively
close together (i.e., Short Lags) or far apart (i.e., Long Lags) in the story. While Coherent
Narratives were recalled in greater detail than Unrelated Narratives, conditions of temporal
lag did not influence recall performance. Memory performance on temporal judgment tasks,
on the other hand, was largely driven by temporal lag and was not affected by narrative
coherence. These findings suggest that while time is an integral part of episodic memory,
viii

memories for dynamic, lifelike experiences are more anchored to high-level elements such as
narrative coherence.

ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
Every day, people are faced with an endless stream of information. This information is
often perceived and remembered as smaller, discrete units called events [58, 85]. Events are
distinguished from one another by shifts in place, time, or situation [72] and helps to organize
information effectively [86]. Prior studies have shown that organizing information along an
event structure improves memory [75]. However, despite its ability to aid in memory retrieval,
remembering multiple events is susceptible to errors due to a single event’s isolated nature.
Spatial shifts can disrupt cognitive processing and inhibit information across environments.
In one example, Radvansky and Copeland found that simply walking through a doorway
elicited forgetting of information learned in the previous room [66].
Fortunately, daily experiences tend not to be isolated, but rather bridged together by meaning
[15, 18]. For example, you might run into your friend Sandra, who tells you that she recently
joined a new dating app. The following day, Sandra texts you from a restaurant while
she waits for someone she has never met in person. Although Sandra appears in distinct,
temporally-distant events, you are able to piece information together and form a narrative.
1

Narratives encompass multiple events that are interrelated with one another [5, 53], even
those with story arcs spanning disparate events [13, 14]. Others have argued that humans
naturally think and organize experiences in terms of narratives [12, 82]. Thus, constructing
a narrative may be essential to minimize errors across events and aid in the retrieval of
real-world memories.
We previously demonstrated that lifelike events that could be integrated into a larger
narrative are recalled in greater detail than unrelated events involving overlapping characters
[13, 14]. Events were controlled for length and detailed content. This indicates that memory
performance was not based on differences in the richness of the content, but depended on
narrative coherence: the degree to which individual units of information can be integrated into
a single narrative [5, 37]. Additionally, a functional MRI study using this paradigm found that
this narrative coherence effect may drive representational similarity of meaningfully-linked
events in the hippocampus [14]. These studies demonstrate that successful integration of
information across temporally-distant events promote better memory performance.
Although the narrative coherence benefit is beyond the level of words or sentences [13],
associative memory studies may provide further insight. These studies often involve learning
list of words and later freely recalling them. Early studies have identified non-temporal
factors to influence recall [39, 42]. For instance, when presented with a randomized list of
words from several semantic categories (e.g., animals, occupation, vegetable), participants
arranged their recall by clustering items of the same semantic category [9, 67]. Similarly,
clustering recall based on source characteristics (e.g., modality, spatial location, typeface
of word; [19, 34, 39, 59] as well as tasks (e.g., task switching; [60]) have been previously
observed. These studies suggest that binding of associations or integration of narratives can
bring information of different temporal distances together during memory retrieval.
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In addition to clustering based on similarities, temporal elements have been identified as a
powerful influence on memory retrieval [25, 42]. Extensive research shows that items that
were experienced close together in time tend to be recalled contiguously [44]. Moreover, the
further away items are during encoding, the less they are associated with each other during
recall [44]. Temporal influence even extends beyond associations between items. Retrieving
information about an event can impair the ability to retrieve information from adjacent
events [24, 27]. Temporal shifts within a narrative (e.g., a moment later or an hour later )
can reduce memory performance near these moments [88]. More direct measures of time
provide an additional method that informs memory retrieval. For instance, when participants
were asked to rate the distance between two images from a scale of very close to very far,
participants were more likely to rate two images as appearing farther apart when the images
did not share contextual information [26]. Memory accuracy performance in tasks involving
identifying the temporal sequence of events [6], rating the spatiotemporal distance of items [7,
23], and placing events on a continuous timeline [55] engage regions in the brain associated
with episodic memory.
Altogether, these studies suggest that memory can be governed, and possibly altered, along
multiple factors. Memory has historically been thought to be temporally organized [42, 80];
however, recent associative memory models have begun to incorporate non-temporal factors
[61]. The Context Maintenance and Retrieval (CMR) model proposes that items that are
learned during encoding become bound to different temporal and non-temporal contexts [61].
As items compete to be recalled during retrieval, the context(s) or association(s) in which
the items were bound to influences recall [61]. Importantly, bounds to multiple contexts and
links to other items strengthens recall probability for these items [61]. For example, items
that are learned closer together in time and share semantic category (e.g., combined temporal
context and semantic context) are more likely to be recalled than items that only appeared
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closer together in time (e.g., temporal context). While the CMR model and other related
models of memory [44, 76, 87] offer important insights on retrieval processes, these models
are largely based on simple associations between lists of items, typically isolated words.
The pieces of information encountered in everyday life are usually not arbitrary lists of words.
Rather, real-world memories are rich and dynamic, and are often comprised of meaningful
events. When retrieving real-world memories, events are mentally reconstructed to include
a variety of information such as spatial location, time, perceptual details, and general
knowledge [68]. Real-world memories are also not restricted to one’s own personal experiences
[70]. Understanding of others’ goals, beliefs, and actions are essential for development and
daily functioning [1, 4, 63]. Reconstruction of prior events also guides future behavior [5].
Another key aspect of real-world memories missed by most standard laboratory studies is
how information is naturally remembered. Successful recall in associative memory studies
is usually based on whether the item is recalled or not. Real-world memories, on the other
hand, are often recalled as narratives that vary in detail and specificity [38, 50]. Given that
our daily experiences are multifaceted, it is unclear to what extent prior work on associations
generalizes to real-world memories.
The goal of the present study was to determine the influence of temporal (i.e., lag) and
non-temporal (i.e., narrative coherence) factors on memory for events that reflect the real
world. Participants were introduced to a fictional, but realistic story comprised of events
involving recurring characters. The events could be meaningfully integrated (i.e., Coherent
Narratives), or are depicted in separate, unrelated narratives (i.e., Unrelated Narratives).
We constructed stimuli to directly manipulate the temporal distances between events. This
allowed us to examine whether the narrative coherence benefit is enhanced for paired events
studied nearby (i.e., Short Lag) or farther apart in time (i.e., Long Lag). Additionally, unique
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images were included to investigate effects of narrative coherence and temporal distance on
explicit memory for time.
We hypothesized that narrative coherence would interact with temporal lag to influence
memory performance. In line with prior studies [13, 14], we predicted that events that form a
Coherent Narrative would be recalled in greater detail than Unrelated Narratives. The recall
benefit would be modulated by temporal lag, such that events that appeared closer together
would further increase recall for Coherent Narratives. Short, but not Long Lag may also
facilitate recall for Unrelated Narratives. These predictions were based on associative memory
studies that showed recall of list items was influenced by both temporal and semantic context
[61]. Alternatively, Short Lag distances might yield greater interference [65], specifically for
Unrelated Narratives; in this case, Long Lag conditions would facilitate recall for Unrelated
Narratives.
Separate predictions were made for temporal judgment tasks. Given that narrative coherence
is associated with the better retrieval performance [11, 52], we predicted that Coherent
Narratives would produce more accurate temporal responses than Unrelated Narratives.
Alternatively, the integrative process that Coherent Narratives undergo [13] may drive
participants to remember these events to appear closer in time. As a result, this will produce
less accurate temporal estimates for Coherent Narratives compared to Unrelated Narratives.
This prediction is in line with associative studies demonstrating clustering effects of similar
features [9, 61].
Across two experiments, our current results replicated prior recall findings. Coherent Narratives were recalled in greater detail than Unrelated Narratives. Temporal lag did not modulate
this effect, as these patterns emerged in both Short and Long Lag conditions. Performance on
temporal judgment tasks was largely driven not by narrative coherence, but by temporal lag.

5

This effect emerged on separate tasks of different temporal memory measures. Our findings
might suggest that real-world memories do not operate similarly to simple association as
observed in common list learning tasks. Moreover, explicit temporal memory may have a
limited role in organizing recall of information that is structured into a narrative.

6

Chapter 2
Experiment 1

2.1
2.1.1

Methods
Participants

Forty-one participants (M = 19.10, SD = 1.28; 21 f emale) were initially recruited from a
pool of undergraduate students enrolled in psychology courses at Washington University
in St. Louis. Participants received course credit for their participation. The study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Washington University in St. Louis. All
participants provided consent prior to participating in the study. Inclusion criteria for
participants included: normal hearing, normal or correct-to-normal vision, no history of
major neurological or psychiatric illness, and English as a native language. Participants were
excluded for the following reasons: failure to complete a part of the study (N = 1), or due to
technical difficulties (N = 1).

7

Figure 2.1: Coherent Narrative and Unrelated Narratives. Coherent Narratives (blue)
consisted of same event versions (e.g., Sandra Act 1 and 2, Version A) and Unrelated
Narrative (red) events were drawn from different possible Coherent Narrative event pairs
(e.g., Sandra Act 1, Version A, and Sandra Act 2, Version B). Synopses and image examples
are provided for two possible pairs of events for Sandra.

2.1.2

Materials, Design, and Procedure

Stimulus Materials and Design
Participants were presented with a fictional, but lifelike story made up of audio narration
and illustrations. The story centered on a main character who was determined to get a
promotion at a newspaper company (i.e., mainplot events or main narrative). The main
character interacts with four side-characters that are tangential to mainplot events (Table
A.1). Events involving side-characters are referred to as sideplot. The story consisted of ten
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mainplot events and eight sideplot events. Each event contained eight sentences and eight
corresponding images.
The side-characters each appeared in two temporally-distant, distinct sideplot events that
were separated by four or twelve intervening events (i.e., Short Lag and Long Lag, respectively;
Figure 2.2). Distance between paired sideplot events were directly manipulated to investigate
the influence of temporal proximity on memory. Each recurring side-character event pair could
either form a larger Coherent Narrative, or separate Unrelated Narratives (Figure 2.1; see
A.1.2 Supplementary Materials: Story Events). A Coherent Narrative was characterized by
key information that links the first and second events together (a feature absent in Unrelated
Narratives). This resulted in four side-plot conditions per version: Coherent Narrative, Short
Lag; Coherent Narrative, Long Lag; Unrelated Narrative, Short Lag; and Unrelated Narrative,
Long Lag.
To minimize effects driven by specific story content and/or character identity, narrative
coherence, distinct side-character event, and side-character order were randomized in each
story version. Conditions of narrative coherence and temporal lag were reflected in the sideplot
event pairs. This resulted in thirty-two possible story versions that were pseudo-randomized
across participants.
Procedure
Participants completed two sessions that were 24-hours apart: Session 1 (Encoding) and
Session 2 (Retrieval). Encoding consisted of a character familiarization task (see A.1.3 Supplementary Materials: Character Familiarization Task ) and the story presentation. Retrieval
consisted of a Recall and Event Distance Task.
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Figure 2.2: Encoding: Story Presentation. (a) Participants were presented a fictional
story consisting of audio narration and illustrations. The story consisted of 18 events/clips
containing 8 sentences and 8 corresponding images (total of 144 sentences/images). (b) The
18 story events are divided into 10 main character events and 8 side-character events. Events
involving side-characters are referred to as sideplots, which do not relate to the mainplot
events (green). Each side-character appeared twice, and each sideplot event pairs could either
form one Coherent Narratives (blue) or separate Unrelated Narratives (red). All temporallydistant sideplot event pairs were categorized as Short (separated by 4 intervening events) and
Long Lag (separated by 12 intervening events) pairs. This resulted in 4 sideplot conditions:
Coherent Narrative, Short Lag; Coherent Narrative, Long Lag; Unrelated Narrative, Short
Lag; and Unrelated Narrative, Long Lag. Story version was randomized across participants.
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Figure 2.3: Retrieval: Recall, Event Distance Task, and Timeline Task. (a) Recall: Participants were cued by all four side-characters and the main character one by one. They were
asked to recall everything they can remember about the cued character in as much detail as
possible. Participants were required to spend a minimum of 3 minutes for the side-characters
and 6 minutes for the main character. Side-character order was randomized across participants. (b) Event Distance Task (Experiment 1 only): Participants were presented with
pairs of images and asked to estimate the distance between them. Participants were provided
a maximum of 15 seconds to respond for each trial. There was a total of 168 trials. (c)
Timeline Task (Experiment 2 only): Participants were presented with an image and asked to
estimate when in the story the image appeared. Participants were given a maximum of 10
seconds to respond for each trial. There was a total of 144 trials.
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Encoding Participants were introduced to the names and faces of the characters involved
in the story and were later tested on them (see A.1.3 Supplementary Materials: Character
Familiarization Task ). This was done to ensure that participants could successfully map
character names with their visual identities, which was critical for our recall tests (see
Retrieval: Recall below). Participants were presented the story and were told that they
will encounter a series of tasks that will test their memory for the story in detail. Images
appeared onscreen as the story was narrated binaurally through over-ear headphones (Figure
2.2; see Figure A.1-A.5 for examples). A short five second break consisting of a fixation cross
was provided between each event. Onscreen text indicated that the task was complete once
the story ended.
Retrieval: Recall On the Recall task, participants were cued with the name and face of
one of the five characters (four side-characters and one main character) at a time. Participants
were instructed to recall everything they could remember involving the particular character
in as much detail as possible. Each character cue was presented onscreen with a text box
for typing recall (Figure 2.3a). Participants were required to spend a minimum of three
minutes for each side-character and six minutes on the main character. Character cues were
randomized for side-characters across participants, but the main character was always cued
last.
Retrieval: Event Distance Task Participants were presented with pairs of distinct
images from the story. They were instructed to remember when in the story the two images
appeared and then estimate the number of intervening still-frame images between them. For
each trial, participants provided responses on a continuous line ranging from all possible
distances between pairs (scale of 1-142). At opposite ends of the line are labels Very Close
on the left and Very Far on the right (Figure 2.3b). Participants used their mouse cursor
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to drag a slider on the line and pressed the Continue button to submit their final response.
Participants were given a maximum of fifteen seconds to respond to each pair. In the event
that participants failed to provide a response within the time limit, the trial ended and
automatically continued to the next trial. Individual sideplot images appeared three times
and mainplot images appeared twice. Each side-character event image was either paired to
an event image of themselves or the main character (see A.1.4 Supplementary Materials:
Event Distance Task ). This resulted in 168 test trials (see Table A.2 ). Five training trials
with feedback were provided prior to the test trials to ensure that participants understood
the instructions.

2.1.3

Analyses

Recall Recall performance was quantified using total word count for each of the characters.
This approach was based on the finding that word count correlated highly with manual
scoring of recall in a previous study (Figure A.7; see A.2.1 Supplemental Results: Recall )
[13, 14]. The manual scoring method in that study was adapted from the Autobiographical
Memory Interview [49, 51]. Each recall transcript was segmented into the meaningful detail
units and then assigned to labels that describe their content. Raters scored the number of
verifiable details that each participant recalled for each event [13].
Event Distance Task Memory performance for the Event Distance Task was determined based on average error of responses for each sideplot event pairs. There were twenty
observations in each sideplot condition: Coherent Narrative, Short Lag; Coherent Narrative, Long Lag; Unrelated Narrative, Short Lag; and Unrelated Narrative, Long Lag.
Mean signed error was assessed by calculating the error for each trial (signed error =
response distance − correct distance) and then averaging across participants and conditions.
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Lower values indicate an underestimation of the prompted images. That is, participants
perceived the paired images to occur closer together in time than the actual distances between
them. Higher values or overestimation suggests that participants perceived the paired images
to occur farther apart in time. Mean absolute error was calculated as the mean absolute
value of each signed error. Higher absolute error values indicate less accurate responses in
estimating the distance between the paired images.
Data were analyzed using repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs), and post-hoc
contrasts were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Tukey’s HSD method. Statistical
analyses was performed in R (Version 4.0.3; https://www.r-project.org/), using the afex
(https://github.com/singmann/afex) package for ANOVAs.

2.2

Results

Our primary aim was to determine the influence of temporal lag on narrative coherence
by manipulating the distances between paired sideplot events. Mainplot events were not
designed to test these hypotheses, and instead served to provide an additional assessment of
recall and temporal judgment ability for each participant (see A.2 Supplementary Results).

2.2.1

Recall Differences Driven by Narrative Coherence, but Not
Temporal Distances Between Events

We performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA on recall performance that incorporated
a within-subjects factor of narrative coherence (Coherent Narratives vs. Unrelated Narratives)
and temporal distance (Short Lag vs. Long Lag; Figure 2.4a). The comparison revealed a
significant main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 38) = 37.06, p < .001), but not temporal
distance (F (1, 38) = n.s., p = .989). No significant interaction was observed (F (1, 38) =
14

Figure 2.4: Experiment 1 Results. (a) Recall: Performance was driven by narrative coherence,
but not temporal distance. Coherent Narratives were recalled in greater detail than Unrelated
Narratives. (b) Event Distance Task (Absolute Error): Temporal lag influences overall
temporal judgment performance. Participants performed more accurately on Long compared
to Short Lag conditions. (c) Event Distance Task (Error): More accurate temporal judgment
performance for Long compared to Short Lag sideplot event pairs, with an overestimation of
Short Lag event pairs in both Coherent and Unrelated Narratives. Key: Points represent
individual participants’ average performance. Bars represent average performance (+/standard error of the mean). Significant tests + p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
15

n.s., p = .971). Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants recalled more for Coherent
Narratives compared to Unrelated Narratives in both Short (t(38) = 4.875, p < .001 corrected),
and Long Lag (t(38) = 4.671, p < .001 corrected) conditions. These results suggest that,
on average, recall performance was better when sideplot events could be formed into one
coherent narrative. This recall benefit was unaffected by the temporal distances between
paired events.

2.2.2

Narrative Coherence Did Not Influence Event Distance Judgments

Absolute Error To assess temporal estimates across conditions, we performed a 2 x 2
ANOVA with a within-subjects factor of narrative coherence (Coherent Narratives vs. Unrelated Narratives) and temporal distance (Short Lag vs. Long Lag; Figure 2.4b). Comparisons
were initially conducted with absolute error as the dependent variable. This comparison revealed a significant main effect of temporal distance (F (1, 38) = 44.71, p < .001), but no significant main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 38) = 0.47, p = .496). No significant interaction
between narrative coherence and temporal distance was observed (F (1, 38) = 3.11, p = .086).
Overall, temporal judgment performance on the Event Distance Task was mostly driven by
temporal lag.
Signed Error We performed similar analyses as above with signed error (Figure 2.4c). A 2 x
2 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of temporal distance (F (1, 38) = 694.68, p < .001).
No significant main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 38) = 1.23, p = .275) or interaction
(F (1, 38) = 2.43, p = .127) was observed. Participants tended to judge Short Lag event
pairs much farther than the actual distance between paired events. Pairwise comparisons
revealed more accurate temporal judgment for Long compared to Short Lag event pairs
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in both Coherent (t(38) = 14.88, p < .001 corrected) and Unrelated Narratives (t(38) =
22.15, p < .001 corrected).

2.3

Discussion

In summary, results of Experiment 1 indicate differences between tasks of recall and temporal
judgment. Our recall results were consistent with prior findings regarding narrative coherence
of temporally-distant events [13, 14]. Our experiment expands on this, indicating that the
narrative coherence benefit persists regardless of the temporal distances between paired events.
Further, the Event Distance Task adds a component of assessing temporal memory for paired
sideplot events. Temporal judgment performance was largely influenced by temporal lag
rather than narrative coherence.
Further investigation suggests that effects of temporal judgment performance are likely driven
by the story structure. Although mainplot events were not designed to test our hypotheses,
similar patterns emerged for mainplot event pairs (see A.2.2 Supplementary Results: Caveats
of Temporal Judgment Tasks). We observed that participants tended to overestimate on
Short Lag conditions. Our stimulus design places Short Lag events in the middle and Long
Lag events at the end of the entire narrative. These results might suggest a systematic bias
based on the placement of Short and Long Lag events. That is, participants may have used
the start and end of the overall story as anchors to aid in their judgments for Long Lag
conditions. It is much more difficult to do so with Short Lag conditions. Relatedly, overall
accuracy was dependent on estimated time for both images. This is not generally how people
think about events and may reflect difficulties of the task itself. We sought to follow up on
these findings by assessing temporal memory using a different approach in Experiment 2.
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Chapter 3
Experiment 2

3.1
3.1.1

Methods
Participants

Forty participants (M = 19.00, SD = 1.01; 30 f emale) were recruited from a pool of
undergraduate students enrolled in psychology courses at Washington University in St. Louis.
They were compensated course credit for their participation. Similar inclusion criteria and
consenting procedure was conducted as Experiment 1 (see 2.1.1 Experiment 1: Participants).

3.1.2

Materials, Design, and Procedure

Stimulus Materials and Design
Experiment 2 largely replicated the methods of Experiment 1 (see 2.1.2 Experiment 1:
Materials, Design, and Procedure); however, the Event Distance Task was replaced by a
18

Timeline Task. Participants were previously prompted with pairs of images and asked
to rate the distance between them in the Event Distance Task (Experiment 1). Overall
accuracy depended on temporal estimates for two images, making it a much more difficult
task. Estimated time for one of the images may have influenced the estimated time for
the paired image. The Timeline Task allowed us to determine temporal accuracy for each
condition without this limitation. Here, participants were prompted with a single image from
the story and asked to determine when the image appeared on a continuous timeline (Figure
2.3c).
Procedure
Participants completed two sessions that were 24-hours apart: Session 1 (Encoding) and
Session 2 (Retrieval). Retrieval consisted of a Recall task and Timeline Task.
Encoding Similar to Experiment 1, participants completed the familiarization task (see
A.1.3 Supplementary Materials: Character Familiarization Task ) followed by the story
presentation.
Retrieval: Timeline Task Participants were presented with images from the story and
instructed to determine when the image appeared on a timeline. For each trial, participants
provided responses on a continuous line ranging from all possible timepoints (scale of 1-144).
At the opposite ends of the timeline are 1 or Start and 144 or End. Participants used their
mouse cursor to drag a slider on the line and pressed the Continue button to submit their
final response. Participants were provided a maximum of ten seconds to respond to each
image. In the event that participants failed to provide a response within the time limit, the
trial ended and automatically continued to the next trial. Participants were given an example
trial prior to the test trials to ensure that participants understood the instructions. The
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example trial did not consist of images from the story. This resulted in 144 test trials (see
A.1.5 Supplementary Materials: Timeline Task ).

3.1.3

Analyses

Recall Recall analyses were conducted identically to Experiment 1 (see 2.1.3 Experiment
1: Analyses). Word count served as a proxy for memory performance.
Timeline Task Analyses for the temporal judgment task was altered slightly to account for
task differences between the Event Distance Task and the Timeline Task. Memory performance
for the Timeline Task was determined based on the mean error of responses for each sideplot
condition (i.e., Coherent Narrative, Short Lag; Coherent Narrative, Long Lag; Unrelated
Narrative, Short Lag; and Unrelated Narrative, Long Lag). Mean signed error was evaluated
by calculating the error for each trial (signed error = response position − correct position)
and then averaging across participants and conditions. Lower values with signed error indicate
an underestimation of events. This indicates that participants perceived the image to appear
earlier than the actual time. Higher values indicate that the image was perceived to occur
later in time. Mean absolute error was calculated by taking the mean absolute value of each
signed error. Higher absolute error values indicate less accurate response.
Statistical analyses were performed similarly to Experiment 1 in R (Version 4.0.3; https://www.rproject.org/).

3.2

Results

Similar to Experiment 1, our primary analyses focused on the recall and temporal judgment
performance involving sideplot events. While sideplot events directly compared conditions
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of different temporal distances and narrative coherence, mainplot events allowed for an
additional assessment of recall and temporal judgment for each participant.

3.2.1

Replication of Coherence-driven Recall Enhancements and No
Influence of Temporal Lag

We performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, incorporating a within-subjects factor of
narrative coherence (Coherent Narratives vs. Unrelated Narratives) and temporal lag (Short
Lag vs. Long Lag; Figure 3.1a). The comparison replicated findings from Experiment 1,
revealing a main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 39) = 21.72, p < .001). No significant main
effect of temporal lag (F (1, 39) = 0.82, p = .372) or interaction (F (1, 39) = 0.39, p = .538)
was observed. In this particular dataset, pairwise comparisons indicated that Coherent
Narratives were better recalled compared to Unrelated Narratives for Long Lag conditions
(t(39) = 4.52, p < .001 corrected). This was not the case for Short Lag conditions (t(39) =
2.32, p = .111 corrected; t(39) = 4.32, p = .030 uncorrected). In general, the pattern of
results replicates Experiment 1, indicating that events that can be integrated to form one
coherent narrative are better recalled than events that cannot. We, again, found no evidence
for an influence of temporal lag on this effect.

3.2.2

No Influence of Narrative Coherence on Absolute Time Estimates

Absolute Error We performed two separate 2 x 2 ANOVA with a within-subjects factor of
narrative coherence (Coherent Narratives vs. Unrelated Narratives) and temporal lag (Short
Lag vs. Long Lag) for error (i.e., absolute error and signed error; Figure 3.1b, c). Comparisons
for absolute error revealed a significant main effect of temporal lag (F (1, 39) = 15.89, p < .001).
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Figure 3.1: Experiment 2 Results. (a) Recall: Recall differences are driven by narrative
coherence, not temporal lag. (b) Timeline Task (Absolute Error): Temporal lag, but not
narrative coherence affects overall temporal judgment performance on the Timeline Task. (c)
Timeline Task (Error): More accurate temporal judgment performance for Short compared
to Long Lag conditions. Key: Points represent individual participants’ average performance.
Bars represent average performance (+/- standard error of the mean). Significant tests + p
< .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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No significant main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 39) = 0.81, p = .372) or interaction
(F (1, 39) = 1.20, p = .280) was observed. Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants
performed more accurately on trials of Short compared to Long Lag conditions. This was
statistically significant for comparisons between Unrelated Narratives (t(39) = −3.50, p =
.006 corrected) and not for Coherent Narratives (t(39) = −2.40, p = .090 corrected). Similar
to Experiment 1, temporal judgment performance was influenced by the temporal lag rather
than the narrative coherence condition it belonged to. Participants were more accurate on
trials involving Short Lags and generated more error for Long Lag conditions.
Signed Error Similar analyses were conducted as above for signed error to determine
the directionality of participants’ responses. (Figure 3.1c). The two-way repeated measures
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of temporal lag (F (1, 39) = 7.65, p = .009). Long
Lag conditions were rated as appearing sooner than its actual position on the timeline.
No significant main effect of narrative coherence (F (1, 39) = 1.70, p = .200) or interaction
(F (1, 39) = 0.35, p < .555) was observed. No pairwise comparison survived statistical
significance after correction (Coherent Narratives: t(39) = 2.47, p = .081 corrected; Unrelated
Narratives (t(39) = 1.30, p = .568 corrected).

3.3

Discussion

To summarize, recall results replicated findings from Experiment 1. Narrative coherence, not
temporal lag, influenced recall performance. The Timeline Task aimed to investigate the
temporal accuracy of individual images of specific conditions rather distances between paired
images. While the temporal estimate tasks were different across two experiments, temporal
judgment performance was still largely driven by the conditions of Short and Long Lags.
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We conducted similar temporal estimate analyses for mainplot events (see A.2.2 Supplementary
Results: Caveats of Temporal Judgment Tasks). An additional analysis revealed a systematic
pattern of gradual overestimation of early events and underestimation of late events. This
pattern may simply reflect a bias in temporal estimates towards the center of the response
window. That is, events at the ends were perceived as more extreme than those in the middle.
Therefore, temporal estimates tended to be shifted toward the center [3]. Together, these
effects may reflect other biases driven by the story structure and overall position of events in
the narrative [32, 57].
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Chapter 4
General Discussion

4.1

Current findings

In the present study, we sought to examine the influence of temporal lag and narrative
coherence on the retrieval of lifelike memories. Across two experiments, participants listened
to a story and later completed recall and temporal judgment tasks. The story consisted of
temporally-distant sideplot events that could either be meaningfully connected and interpreted
as a larger story (i.e., Coherent Narratives), or not (i.e., Unrelated Narratives). Each paired
sideplot event either appeared closer together (i.e., Short Lags) or farther apart (i.e., Long
Lags) in time. Coherent Narratives were recalled in greater detail than Unrelated Narratives.
Conditions of Short and Long Lag, however, did not influence recall performance. Memory
performance on temporal judgment tasks was largely driven by temporal lag distance and
was not influenced by narrative coherence.
Our current recall findings replicate prior work demonstrating that narrative coherence drives
the integration of events that are encountered at disparate times [13, 14]. Building on
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these studies, the relative distances between paired events were manipulated to determine
whether time would modulate this robust effect. Considerable work has emphasized temporal
organization in retrieving past experiences. Early theories have even described the ability to
“mentally time travel” as a trait unique to humans [79]. More recent concepts of temporal
organization focus on temporal contiguity. Temporal contiguity shows a tendency for nearby
items to be recalled together and influence recall performance [44]. It interacts with nontemporal information to further strengthen associations between items that are presented in
multiple, overlapping contexts [61]. Based on this, one would predict similar outcomes for
relationships beyond simple item-to-item associations, such as between the components of
a narrative. We predicted that greater temporal proximity would strengthen the narrative
coherence benefit in recall [13, 14]. Contrary to our hypotheses, temporal lag did not interact
with narrative coherence.
Similarly, we observed no interaction between temporal lag and narrative coherence on
temporal judgment tasks. Given that Coherent Narratives are recalled in greater detail than
Unrelated Narratives, we predicted that temporal estimates for Coherent Narratives would
be more accurate. This is in line with studies that show more accurate temporal performance
for items that are meaningfully related [39, 81] and memorable [33, 83]. Alternatively, the
integrative process that Coherent Narratives undergo may distort temporal memory such
that these would be judged to appear closer in time. This may be due to clustering effects
of greater contextual relatedness [9, 32, 35, 36, 62]. We predicted that temporal contiguity
would further interact with these hypotheses. Short Lag distances may further strengthen or
weaken effects of narrative coherence on time. Across two distinct measures for time, current
findings revealed that time estimates were affected by temporal lag, but not by whether the
events were Coherent or Unrelated. Although narrative coherence robustly enhanced recall of
the stories, it did not benefit memory for temporal information. Upon further investigation,
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the lag effects may have been largely driven by the story structure. This was evidenced by
our results showing that temporal lag effects were not specific to sideplot events, but were
also present in the main narrative (see A.2.2 Supplementary Results: Caveats of Temporal
Judgment Tasks). Importantly, although these elements of the stimulus influenced temporal
judgments, our task was designed such that coherence could also have exerted an influence on
memory for time. It simply did not do so. Instead, judgments of event distance and absolute
time were only influenced by lag and perhaps the overall position of events in the narrative
[31, 57].

4.2

Organization of Memories

Together, results from recall and temporal judgment tasks suggest that temporal context may
not be a powerful organizer of memory as it is sometimes considered to be. Growing evidence
suggest that memory for time is often inaccurate and easily influenced by a variety of factors
[32, 39]. Memories are often summaries of prior experience [17]. Mnemonic representations
of events are compressed [2, 20, 43], and may not preserve detailed temporal information.
Other studies show that shifts in context between events influence how people remember the
temporal aspects of past events [21, 40, 73, 74, 84, 88]. For instance, complexity of contextual
changes has been shown to increase duration estimates for events [28, 29]. It has even been
argued that memory of time would serve little useful purpose and that memory organized by
functional importance would have greater adaptive significance [32]. In line with this view is
a recent study examining the relationship between reward and temporal context on free recall
[41]. Reward did not interact with temporal context to influence organization of memories;
instead, items were grouped based on reward category [41]. Further, organization along
goal-relevant information enhanced subsequent memory for high-value rewards [41]. Horwath
and colleagues argue that there is a tendency to prioritize information that is deemed most
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adaptive for current or future goals. Perhaps the adaptive significance of temporal context is
limited.
Another adaptive organizing dimension is that of narratives. Storytelling has been linked
with greater group cooperation and enhanced survival outcomes [8, 71]. In the perspective of
memory, integrating random words into a story elicited deeper processing [22] and enhanced
recall [10]. While the creation of narratives can improve memory performance, narratives
themselves tend to be organized to follow an ideal internal structure [53, 54]. The degree to
which narratives conform to the ideal structure of highly-integrated or causally-connected
events have also been associated with recall success [53]. Our recall findings are compatible
with this framework: We found that events connected in a tighter, more integrated structure
(e.g., Coherent Narratives) are better recalled than those that do not (e.g., Unrelated
Narratives). Early work on discourse processing proposed that information is iteratively
pruned to only include those that are relevant [48]. Thus, the lack of any effect driven
by temporal proximity in recall may suggest that organizing along narrative links is more
advantageous than along timescales. Our recall findings may simply be reflecting an adaptive
way of structuring recall for complex events, like those that are encountered in the real world.

4.3

Time in Narratives

Prior studies have directly examined the role of time in narratives [45, 53]. Linking events
into a temporal sequence have been identified as ways to organize information [45]. However,
it has been argued that linking events on the basis of causal associations is a stronger strategy
than relying on sequential order [77, 78]. It has even been argued that temporal connections
are beneath causal ones [53]. For instance, temporal connections are relied upon when
causal ones are not present [53]. Other studies indicate that temporal organization has
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been found to be less effective in the reconstruction of memories [46, 47, 53, 64]. In the
case of temporally-distant events, it is imperative to establish causal or integrative relations
[45]. These studies acknowledge a disproportionate contribution between weak and strong
connections on recall. Memories are comprised of a variety of information of different strength
signals ranging from weak associations to causal relationships. In the context of our study,
the evidence suggests that narrative coherence may tap into stronger organizing principles
for rich, complex memories when compared to information about absolute time.
Whether our recall findings reflect an adaptive strategy or demonstrate inherent advantages
of narratives (and relative disadvantage of temporal information) on memory, it may further
suggest that current associative memory models and studies are limited when applied to
real-world situations. Models of human memory may need additional mechanisms to account
for effects of event structure (such as narrative coherence) that go beyond simple item-to-item
associations. In terms of lifelike situations, temporal context seems not to be as powerful
as narrative structure and meaning when constructing memories. Thus, when retrieving
memories in daily life, people may overlook weaker associations such as temporal contiguity,
and instead rely on higher-level, informative narrative structures.
As imprecise, unstable, and relatively weaker memory for time may be, temporal context
is still a signal that can be used to aid in memory retrieval. Time is embedded in daily
life and experiences simply unfold over time. For instance, when recalling autobiographical
information, people often anchor their recall to temporal contexts with specific beginnings
and endings (e.g., when I was at X, when I lived with Y...) [16]. Memory for time plays
special roles in the construction of narratives that are integral to personal identity as well as
shared experiences [30]. Importantly, information about time and narratives is not mutually
exclusive; rather, these both relate to causal understanding, and may work cohesively to
aid in the retrieval of memories. In support of this notion, exploratory analyses of our data
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revealed that temporal memory judgments were positively correlated with the number of
details recalled (see A.2.3 Supplementary Results: Relationships Between Recall and Temporal
Estimates). Although we found no direct relationships, it is likely that narrative coherence
and temporal context are not entirely nonoverlapping.

4.4

Limitations and Future Work

Contrary to our expectations, we did not directly observe an interaction between our key
variables. One possibility is that while narrative coherence and time are both used to structure
memories, they rely on nonoverlapping mechanisms. Another possibility is that our stimulus
design did not allow us to capture a direct interaction. One potential reason is that the
distances between Short and Long Lags were not different enough from one another. Temporal
distance differences between these conditions were a matter of minutes, which is substantial
in the context of a lab experiment, but relatively small compared to many event distances in
everyday life. One could design a much longer narrative stimulus, or an experiment spanning
hours or days (rather than minutes) to test this. Another strategy would be to increase
the number of intervening events independently of event duration. Future work may also
opt to avoid placing events of these conditions in the middle and at the ends of the story
structure, further mitigating effects based on event position. Interleaving and dispersing these
conditions can further minimize effects driven by systematic biases (see A.2.2 Supplementary
Results: Caveats of Temporal Judgment Tasks).
One approach in this study was aimed at assessing general recall success in the form of
word count. While word count is correlated with a more extensive approach of hand-scoring
verifiable details (see A.2.1 Supplementary Results: Recall ) and provides other advantages,
it might be useful for future studies to subcategorize recalled details. For instance, some
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approaches differentiate between “central” and “peripheral” details [69] as well as “gist”
and “detailed” memories [56]. In addition, participants were cued with the characters and
instructed to recall everything they can remember about the character. While this provided
a measure of memory performance, we inadvertently may have encouraged participants to
actively bind paired sideplot events together and encourage them to disregard the temporal
lag manipulation entirely. It might be useful for future studies to more closely examine how
events are recalled. This can be accomplished by instructing participants to freely recall the
events in any order. Clustering effects of temporal contiguity and narrative coherence may
be observed such that paired events involving Coherent Narratives might be recalled together
more often than Unrelated Narratives. Similar findings may be observed with temporal
proximity as well. The way in which people organize memory may also provide insight on
the most optimal recall strategy. In addition to behavior, computational models can be used
to determine how each contribute to memory retrieval of lifelike events.

4.5

Conclusion

In closing, our current work incorporated conditions of narrative coherence and temporal
lag to examine potential effects on overall recall and temporal judgment performance. Here,
we show that recall of realistic stories is enhanced by narrative coherence independently of
the time elapsed between events. While time is a critical component of episodic memory,
our findings suggest that our memories are more closely aligned to narrative structure than
fine-grained temporal information when organizing rich, complex memories.
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Appendix A
Supplement

A.1
A.1.1

Supplementary Materials
Stimulus Creation

Our current experiment uses an almost identical stimulus set as a previous study [13]. We
altered the stimulus set to directly test our hypotheses. We edited transition words from the
original story. This allowed us to randomize and rearrange the order of the side-character
presentations. The audio was rerecorded and edited using Adobe Audition. We also added
images to reflect the sentences of the narrative. The images were created using The Sims 4,
a life simulation video game. We captured in-game still images using the built-in camera
feature. The images were edited (e.g., removed contextual background in sideplot events)
using Adobe Photoshop. The audio and corresponding images were combined using Adobe
Premiere. Subtitles were added for test trials images using Adobe Photoshop. The experiment
was coded in JsPsych (Version 6.3; https://www.jspsych.org/6.3/).

[32]

A.1.2

Story Events

The main story was centered on a character named Charles Bort (for example, see Figure
A.1). In addition to the main narrative, Charles interacted with four side-characters that
were involved with various situations (Table A.1). There was a total of eighteen events: ten
mainplot events and eight sideplot events. Each event contained eight sentences (∼50s each).
Mainplot events did not involve any of the four side-characters of interest. The story included
temporal shifts (e.g., one hour later, twenty minutes later ). A large temporal shift (e.g., the
next day) separated the story into two acts: Act 1 and Act 2. Act 1 consisted of Events 1-9
and Act 2 consisted of Events 10-18. The side-characters were randomly positioned in Events
2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, and 17. Mainplot events were placed in the remaining event positions
(i.e., Events 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18).
To manipulate the temporal lag between paired events, Short Lag sideplot pairs were separated
by four intervening events and placed at Event 6 and Event 11 or Event 8 and 13. Long
Lag sideplot pairs were separated by twelve intervening events and placed at Event 2 and
Event 15 or Event 4 and 17. For each version, two side-characters’ paired events could form a
Coherent Narrative. The other two side-characters could not easily form a singular coherent
narrative (Unrelated Narratives). Coherent Narrative events consisted of same versions (e.g.,
Sandra Act 1 and 2, Version A) and Unrelated Narrative events were drawn from different
possible Coherent Narrative event pairs (e.g., Sandra Act 1, Version A, and Sandra Act 2,
Version B; Table A.1; for examples, see Figure A.2-A.5). This approach resulted in 32 story
versions.

[33]

Figure A.1: Example of Main Character Event. Main character events are indexed in terms
of act, (e.g., Act 1 and 2) and event version (e.g., Event 1-18/A-E). Images and sentences are
from main character story Act 1, Event 7/D.

[34]

Figure A.2: Example 1 of Side-character Event. Images and sentences for a side-character
Act 1, Version A.

[35]

Figure A.3: Example 2 of Side-character Event. Images and sentences for a side-character
Act 1, Version B.

[36]

Figure A.4: Example 3 of Side-character Event. Images and sentences for a side-character
Act 2, Version A.

[37]

Figure A.5: Example 4 of Side-character Event. Images and sentences for a side-character
Act 2, Version B.

[38]

Table A.1: Side-character Events. Side-character events are indexed in terms of the first
versus second appearance (e.g., Act 1 versus Act 2) and event version (e.g., Version A versus
Version B). Coherent Narratives consisted of same versions (e.g., Sandra Act 1 and 2, Version
A) and Unrelated Narrative events were drawn from different possible Coherent Narrative
event pairs (e.g., Sandra Act 1, Version A, and Sandra Act 2, Version B). Included in the
table are synopses of all possible events for side-characters.
Side-Character

Version

Melvin Doyle

A

Melvin plans to audition for a play.

Melvin will perform in a month.

B

Melvin loses his house keys.

Melvin asks for cleaning services.

A

Sandra has a romantic interest.

Sandra awaits her date.

B

Sandra is nervous about an art show.

Sandra hides from art sponsors.

A

Johnny looks for a recipe.

Johnny plans a trip with his partner.

B

Johnny looks for his credit card.

Johnny needs a financial lawyer.

A

Beatrice wants to adopt a pet.

Beatrice hears a dog in her house.

B

Beatrice asks for a donation.

Beatrice is injured.

Sandra Mayes
Johnny Pratt
Beatrice Small

A.1.3

Act 1

Act 2

Character Familiarization Task

Two brief tasks aimed to familiarize participants with characters from the story to increase
the likelihood that characters would be used as successful recall cues.
Familiarization of Characters Character names were presented alongside faces that were
selected for high memorability and diversity. Each name and face pairs appeared on the
center of a white background for four seconds, followed by a one second fixation screen. This
was repeated for a total of three times.
Character Recognition Test Participants were presented with a name and face that
were correctly or incorrectly matched. They were required to indicate whether the name-face
match was correct or incorrect using the F (Correct) and J (Incorrect) keys on a keyboard.
Each trial appeared for four seconds. A one second fixation screen appeared after each trial.

[39]

Figure A.6: Character Familiarization Task. (a) Participants were introduced to five
characters and instructed to familiarize themselves with the names and faces the characters.
(b) Familiarization of the characters were assessed though a recognition task.

A.1.4

Event Distance Task

Training Trials The Event Distance Task instructed participants to estimate the distance
between paired events. Prior to test, participants were provided five training trials to ensure
that they understood the instructions. Five mainplot images used during training were not
used in the test trials. Images were paired such that the correct answer followed the criteria of
one of the trial types during test (see Test Trials below; Table A.2). Feedback was provided
after each training trial.
Test Trials For an individual test trial, side-characters were either paired with themselves
or the main character (e.g., Sandra Act 1, Version A with Sandra Act 2, Version A; Sandra
Act 1, Version A with Charles Act 2, Version 10/A). Mainplot events were also paired with
other mainplot events (e.g., Charles Act 1, Version 7/D and Charles Act 2, Version 10/A).
Each sideplot image appeared three times and each mainplot image appeared twice. This
resulted in 168 total test trials. The test trials were further categorized by trial types: Across
[40]

Table A.2: Event Distance Trial Types. Images on the Event Distance Task were by character
and trial type. Side-characters were either paired with themselves or the main character. In
addition to sideplot events, mainplot events were also paired with other mainplot events.
Pairs were categorized by trial types: Across Acts (paired images are from separate acts),
Within Event (paired images are from the same event), Adjacent Events (paired images are
from events adjacent to each other), and Random Events (paired mainplot images that do
not fit any of the criteria above). There was 168 test trials total.
Character Pairs

Trial Type

Number of Trials

Side-Character A

Side-Character A

Across Acts (Short or Long Lag)

18

Side-Character A

Side-Character A

Within Event

2

Side-Character A

Main Character

Adjacent Events

8

Main Character

Main Character

Across Acts (Short Lag)

10

Main Character

Main Character

Across Acts (Long Lag)

10

Main Character

Main Character

Within Event

10

Main Character

Main Character

Adjacent Events

8

Main Character

Main Character

Random Events

18

Acts (paired images are from separate acts), Within Event (paired images are from the same
event), Adjacent Events (paired images are from events adjacent to each other), and Random
Events (paired mainplot images that do not fit any of the criteria above) pairs (see Table
A.2). Primary analyses involving sideplots included 18 Across Acts and 2 Within Events
comparisons (Figure 2.4b, c). Across Acts trials involving mainplot to mainplot pairs were
explored to assess temporal judgment ability of similar sideplot temporal lag distances (see
A.2.2 Caveats of Temporal Judgment Tasks). Random Events and Adjacent Events trials
provided additional assessment of temporal performance for each participant. Feedback was
not provided in any of the test trials.

A.1.5

Timeline Task

Training Trial The Timeline Task instructed participants to indicate when in the story an
image appeared on a continuous timeline. Prior to test, participants practiced on images that

[41]

were not from the story. Participants were shown a series of five practice images and then
tested on them. Feedback was provided after each training trial. Participants were reminded
that the story they were introduced to in Session 1 (Encoding) included exactly 144 images
and is on a much larger scale than training.
Test Trials During test, all images appeared once in randomized order. This resulted in
144 total test trials. Primary analyses involving sideplots included all eight images in each
event (i.e., sixteen total per condition of Coherent Narrative, Short Lag; Coherent Narrative,
Long Lag; Unrelated Narrative, Short Lag; and Unrelated Narrative, Long Lag; Figure 3.1b,
c). Mainplot events served as additional assessment of temporal judgment performance (see
A.2.2 Caveats of Temporal Judgment Tasks).

A.2
A.2.1

Supplementary Results
Recall

Recall Scoring Approach Recall performance was quantified using total word count for
each of the characters: the main character and four side-characters. This approach was based
on the finding that word count correlated highly with manual scoring of recall in a previous
study (N = 90) [13]. Manual scoring method was adapted from the Autobiographical Memory
Interview [49, 51]. Recall scoring instructions from that study [13] is available on Open
Science Framework: https://osf.io/uw4an/.
Pearson’s correlation revealed positive associations between manual scoring of average verifiable details and word count for: all conditions (r(88) = 0.91, 95% CI = [0.86, 0.94], p < .001),
Main Narrative (r(88) = 0.92, 95% CI = [0.87, 0.95], p < .001), Coherent Narrative (r(88) =

[42]

Figure A.7: Correlations between Different Recall Scoring Approaches. Word count correlated
highly with manual scoring of recall for (a) all conditions, (b) main narrative, (c), Coherent
Narrative, and (d) Unrelated Narratives. Key: Points represent individual participants’
average recall performance and absolute average error. Lines represent line of best fit and
confidence interval.

[43]

Figure A.8: Main Narrative Recall. Performance across Experiment 1 and 2 shows that
participants recalled the main character events in great detail. Key: Points represent
individual participants’ average performance. Bars represent average performance (+/standard error of the mean). Significant tests + p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
0.87, 95% CI = [0.80, 0.91], p < .001), and Unrelated Narratives (r(88) = 0.72, 95% CI =
[0.60, 0.81], p < .001; Figure A.7).
Main Narrative Recall Recall of the main narrative was collected in a similar way as
side-plot characters. Participants were cued with the main character and were required
to spend a minimum of 6 minutes on recall. The main character was always prompted
after all four side-characters were recalled to minimize repeating information related to the
side-characters. The main character was often recalled in great detail across Experiment 1
(M = 282.03, SD = 109.65) and Experiment 2 (M = 274.55, SD = 100.58; Figure A.8).

A.2.2

Caveats of Temporal Judgment Tasks

Main narrative events may provide additional insight on our findings regarding temporal
estimates of sideplot events. Therefore, we carried out additional analyses focused on mainplot
[44]

Figure A.9: Mainplot Events Matched to Event Distances of Sideplots. Matched Short Lag
conditions for mainplots included: Act 1, Event 5/C; Act 1, Event 7/D; Act 1, Event 9/E;
Act 2, Event 10/A; Act 2, Event 12/B; Act 2, Event 14/C. Matched Long Lag conditions for
mainplots included: Act 1, Event 1/A; Act 1, Event 3/B; Act 1, Event 5/C; Act 2, Event
14/C; Act 2, Event 16/D; Act 2, Event 18/E.
events. Mainplot events were matched to the temporal distances (Experiment 1: Event
Distance Task) or similar positions (Experiment 2: Timeline Task) of sideplot Short and
Long Lag conditions (Figure A.9). Matched Short Lag conditions for mainplots included:
Act 1, Event 5/C; Act 1, Event 7/D; Act 1, Event 9/E; Act 2, Event 10/A; Act 2, Event
12/B; Act 2, Event 14/C. Matched Long Lag conditions for mainplots included: Act 1, Event
1/A; Act 1, Event 3/B; Act 1, Event 5/C; Act 2, Event 14/C; Act 2, Event 16/D; Act 2,
Event 18/E.
Event Distance Task Event distances of Short and Long Lag for mainplot pairs were
matched to sideplot pairs (Table A.2). Pairs of Short Lag condition for mainplot pairs
included: Act 1, Event 5/C and Act 2, Event 10/A; Act 1, Event 7/D and Act 2, Event 12/B;
Act 1, Event 9/E and Act 2, Event 14/C. Pairs of Long Lag condition for mainplot pairs
included: Act 1, Event 1/A and Event 14/C; Act 2; Act 1, Event 3/B and Act 2, Event 16/D;
Act 1, Event 5/C and Act 2, Event 18/E. This resulted in ten observations for each temporal
lag condition, which were used in the analyses below.

[45]

Figure A.10: Experiment 1 Results with Matched Mainplot Events. (a) Temporal distance
between paired sideplot events affects overall temporal judgment performance on the Event
Distance Task (shown previously in Figure 2.4a). (b) No significant difference in overall
temporal estimates for main narratives (c) Overestimation of Short Lag event pairs in
both Coherent and Unrelated Narratives (shown previously in Figure 2.4b) (d) Similar
overestimation of Short Lag patterns emerge for mainplot events. Key: Points represent
individual participants’ average performance. Bars represent average performance (+/standard error of the mean). Significant tests + p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Figure A.11: Experiment 2 Results with Matched Main Narrative Events. (a) Temporal
distance between paired sideplot events affects overall temporal judgment performance on
the Timeline Task (shown previously in Figure 3.1b). (b) No significant difference in overall
temporal estimates for mainplots. (c) Significant main effect of temporal lag for sideplot
events (shown previously in Figure 3.1c) (d) No significant effect of temporal lag on main
narratives. Key: Points represent individual participants’ average performance. Bars
represent average performance (+/- standard error of the mean). Significant tests + p < .1,
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Figure A.12: Temporal Estimates Throughout the Narrative. Average error across the story
suggest an overestimation of early events and underestimation for late events for (a) Main
Narrative events, (b) Coherent Narratives, and (c) Unrelated Narratives. Number of points
in Coherent and Unrelated Narratives depended on the specific story version the participant
was randomly assigned. Key: Points represent individual participants’ average performance
for each event. Dotted horizontal grey line represent no error. Negative values indicate an
underestimation and positive values indicate an overestimation of time.
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Figure A.13: Association of Average Temporal Error as the Story Progresses. (a) Associations
between event number and average temporal error on the Timeline Task (b) Average main
Coherent Narratives, and (c) Unrelated Narratives. Key: Points represent individual
participants’ average performance for each event. Solid line represent line of best fit and
confidence interval. Dotted horizontal grey line represent no error. Negative values indicate
an underestimation and positive values indicate an overestimation of time.
A paired t-test between Short and Long Lag mainplot event pairs revealed no significant
differences in overall (i.e., absolute error) temporal judgment performance (t(38) = −0.93, p =
.360; Figure A.10d). While we did not observe differences between Short and Long Lag
in absolute error, differences emerged for signed error. The analysis involving signed error
revealed a significant difference between temporal lag conditions (t(38) = −10.90, p < .001;
Figure A.10c). Participants performed more accurately on Long compared to Short Lag
event pairs. In addition, an overestimation of Short Lag event pairs was observed. This
suggests that participants estimated these pairs to be much farther than the actual distances
between them. Given that similar patterns emerged in matched mainplot analyses, our
sideplot findings may be driven the position in which the events were placed in the overall
story. The Long Lag conditions were always placed near the ends and Short Lag conditions
were placed in the middle of the entire story. Because of this, it is more likely to overestimate
the distance between Short Lag pairs and underestimate the distance between Long Lag pairs.
[49]

We did not observe differences for absolute value simply because it reflects this under and
overestimation. That is, there is a similar distribution of under and overestimation of Long
Lags, and taking the absolute value of these estimates translates the mean more positively.
This shifts the mean higher and closer to the mean of Short Lag. Thus, resulting in no
differences for absolute error.
Timeline Task Two mainplot events were chosen to match the positions of Short and Long
Lag sideplot conditions. Matched Short Lag conditions for the mainplot included: Act 1,
Event 7/D and Act 2, Event 12/B. Matched Long Lag conditions for the mainplot included:
Act 1, Event 3/B and Act 2, Event 16/D. This resulted in sixteen observations for each
temporal lag condition, which were used in the analyses below.
A paired t-test revealed no difference in absolute estimates between mainplot Short and
Long Lag conditions (absolute error; t(39) = −0.79, p = .435). Additionally, we observed no
significant difference with signed error (t(39) = 1.98, p = .055). While we did not observe
differences in Short and Long conditions here, we carried out additional analyses that suggests
that temporal estimates may be driven by the larger story structure. The Timeline Task
involves placing a single image on a continuous timeline and estimation of one image did
not depend on another for a given trial. Thus, we were able to plot the average error for
each of the events (Events 1-18) across all subjects (Figure A.12b-d). The event number
determined when the event appeared in the story. Pearson’s correlation between average
error and event number revealed an overestimation of early events and underestimation
of late events. The pattern gradually shifted from these extremes as the story progressed
(r(16) = −0.69, 95% CI = [−0.87, −0.325], p = .002; Figure A.12a).
This analysis provides an additional explanation to our findings in both sideplot and mainplot
stories. Main effects of temporal lag emerged in sideplot conditions because it compares
[50]

events from the middle (e.g., Short Lags) to those closer to the ends (e.g., Long Lags). That is,
comparing less extreme values of Short Lags and more extreme values of Long Lags. While we
still observe more extreme estimates at the ends of the mainplot events, it is not as extreme as
those in the sideplots. This could be because main narrative events are more causally-related
to one another, so participants perform better overall. Relatedly, more contextual cues were
provided in mainplot events which may boost memorability. Together, these suggest that
effects may be driven by the placement of the events, and may not necessarily reflect the
conditions of Short and Long Lag. Further investigation is necessary to assess this.

A.2.3

Relationships Between Recall and Temporal Estimates

Prior work suggests better temporal estimates for events that are more memorable [30, 83].
Therefore, we conducted a series of correlations between participants’ performance on recall
and temporal judgment.
Event Distance Estimates and Recall Performance Pearson’s correlation revealed
a significant negative association between average word count and average absolute error
on the Event Distance Task (Experiment 1) for main narratives (r(38) = −0.42, 95% CI =
[−0.65, −0.12], p = .008). No other correlations were statistically significant. This suggests
that better performance on recall was associated with less error on event distance estimates,
specifically for the main narrative.
Timeline Estimates and Recall Performance For Experiment 2, Pearson’s correlation
revealed a significant association between average word count and average absolute error on the
Timeline Task for: all conditions (all conditions: r(38) = −0.45, 95% = [−0.67, −0.16], p = .004;
main narratives: r(38) = −0.44, 95% CI = [−0.66, −0.15], p = .004; Coherent Narrative, Short
Lag: r(38) = −0.34, 95% CI = [−0.59, −0.03], p = .034; Coherent Narrative, Long Lag:
[51]

Figure A.14: Correlation Between Recall and Event Distance Performance. Significant
associations between recall and average absolute error on the Event Distance Task (Experiment
1) for (a) Main Narrative; but not (b) all conditions; (c) Coherent Narratives, Short
Lag; or (d) Coherent Narratives, Long Lag; (e) Unrelated Narrative, Short Lag; and (f )
Unrelated Narrative, Long Lag. Key: Points represent individual participants’ average
recall performance and absolute average error. Lines represent line of best fit and confidence
interval.
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Figure A.15: Correlation between Recall and Absolute Time Judgment Performance. Significant associations between recall and average absolute error on the Timeline Task (Experiment
2) for (a) Main Narrative; (b) all conditions; (c) Coherent Narratives, Short Lag; and (d)
Coherent Narratives, Long Lag; (e) Unrelated Narrative, Short Lag; but not (f ) Unrelated
Narrative, Long Lag. Key: Points represent individual participants’ average recall performance and absolute average error. Lines represent line of best fit and confidence interval.
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r(38) = −0.35, 95% CI = [−0.60, −0.05], p = .035; and Unrelated Narratives, Short Lag:
r(38) = −0.33, 95% CI = [−0.58, −0.23], p = .036), but not Unrelated Narratives, Long
Lag (r(38) = −0.18, 95% CI = [−0.47, 0.13], p = .254). This suggests that participants who
performed better on estimating when the image appeared also generally recalled more details.
Results from Experiment 1 and 2 suggests that information about time and narrative coherence
may work cohesively together to aid in the retrieval of memories; further, the relationship
may be more effective for events that are more causally related. While we see associations
between recall and the Timeline Task across conditions, a significant association between
recall and the Event Distance Task was specific to main narratives. This may be due to the
causal connections between main narrative events. Moreover, mainplot images were provided
more contextual cues (e.g., background and settings) than sideplot images. This may have
given participants more information to anchor the events onto. Altogether, these suggest that
narrative coherence and time are both used to structure memories, and the degree to which
events are connected or the number of cues provided may further aid in memory retrieval.
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